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I. Intro.: Ready or not, Advent is upon us!

A. The worship theme (the mystery of God’s dwelling in our present)

focuses on today … now … the present

1. So this morning I’d like to begin with the present, while we gather
in worship on the 1st of December:

a) As we turn from Thanksgiving toward Christmas, what do we bring
with us?

b) This weekend of the year typically feels like turning a corner mentally
as we also turn the pages of our calendars to December … What does that
mental corner look like?

2. Sadly for many of us in this country, it’s simply changing our
focus from one national holiday (complete with big feasts, a materialistic
preoccupation, and scrambling to arrange family gatherings) … to
another national holiday (with big feasts, a materialistic preoccupation &
scrambling to arrange family gatherings)

a) Never mind that both holidays have origins in the Christian tradition

b) Too easily we allow the last 6 weeks of the calendar to be defined
entirely by the rhythms and themes of Hollywood, the advertising industry
or greeting card images from Currier and Ives.

3. In the public sphere, the season we’ve now entered long ago
ceased to be called Advent

a) In our search for shortcuts & time-saving references, it’s not even the
Thanksgiving season or Christmas season anymore.

b) Now the whole span of the ending of the year gets lumped together
simply as “The Holidays”

c) For some of us, this brings excitement & gets our energy going … for
others it prompts a “here we go again” sense of tiredness, or anxiety, or
perhaps guilt for not feeling as excited as we wish we were

B. So given our present reality in this time of turning a corner, let me
ask a loaded Q – “What time is it?”

1. Most of you prob. Instinctively looked down at your wristwatch or
maybe a cell phone or Ipod to answer that Q

2. I once attended a weekend intensive spiritual retreat …

a) In an effort to keep us fully focused in the present, we were asked to
hand in our watches during all the daytime sessions, knowing that we’d
get them back in the evening after the input sessions …
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b) This was before the era of smartphones, when people didn’t yet realize
they couldn’t live without them

c) It felt a little strange & out of control not knowing what time the clock
said it was, but it was also freeing

3. Would it surprise you to know that some people in the world don’t
know the answer to that question, despite having plenty of clocks &
watches around them?

II. In Rom. Ch. 13, Paul tells his readers they know the
answer to this Q

A. This morning, based on Paul’s words in Rom. 13, I’m
suggesting that Advent is about Daylight Saving Time

1. Or to be more precise for a bulletin sermon title: Daylight.
Saving. Time.

a) In past 10 years or so, it seems like we’re seeing lots of taglines in
advertisements that are 3 words, separated by periods.

b) You can still find Wrangler using this tagline in TV & magazine ads:
Real. Comfortable. Jeans.

c) I’m told that more than 9K organizations use this tagline: “Honesty.
Integrity. Service”
http://www.asaecenter.org/Resources/ANowDetail.cfm?ItemNumber=50781

B. So at the risk of jumping on an overused bandwagon, these 3
words (Daylight. Saving. Time.) might help us focus on our present
reality, as we begin Advent

1. Wondering where I’m getting this? Words are actually right there
in Rom. 13 … Look at them 1 at a time, in reverse order.

III. 1st Advent message is that it’s about Time

A. (Closer look @ text)

1. Paul opens these verses w/ “besides this” … Besides what?

a) Context:

This comes @ conclusion of extended passage in Rom. 12 & 13
showing how Christians should conduct themselves in the world,
both in personal relationships and with the government

The bottom line of these chapters: love is the ultimate obligation

b) Our Scripture text today is basically a continuation of that overall
message -- Essentially saying, …
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… Besides all the ways you can live out genuine love peaceably …

… Besides the respect & subjection you owe to government …

c) Then Paul puts all that previous stuff into a time perspective, “Besides
all this, you know what time it is.”

2. What does he mean by that?

a) Paul not referring to people’s ability to read a clock or to see how high
the sun is in the sky

b) What he has in mind is kind of like what happened when I was young
kid asking, “What time is it?” … Mom would answer w/ a grin, “Time to
be good!”

c) Greek word Paul uses here does not mean clock time measured in
hours or days …

refers to an opportune time, a decisive point, a moment with great
potential for doing right or wrong

Implied Q is “What time is it?” & Paul answers that question rather
like my mother did: “Now’s the moment to wake up from sleep!”

B. Paul’s letter was to churches in Rome almost 2K years ago,
but it also applies to us today as we get ready for Xmas:

1. You might say we too are 21st C. “Romans”, living in a wealthy
superpower nation:

2. This is what Paul might be saying to us today: You Xians in
Goshen are facing an opportune time, a decisive point. Wake up!
Don’t be lulled to sleep by

a) … the myth that you will be satisfied if someone just gives you the
right gift this Xmas …

b) … a definition of well-being that says as long as me & my family are
safe & taken care of, that’s the only well-being that counts

c) … the false claim that true security will come when we have detained,
tortured or bombed every potential terrorist

d) … the seduction of our frenzied society that tells us it’s more
important to be busy doing lots of good things, than to be doing the best
things that will matter when X comes again

3. Friends, Paul is telling us it’s time to wake up!

IV. & then his 2nd Advent message is about Saving

A. Much depends on how you understand the key word,
“saving”
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1. Not talking re. saving food to be eaten later, or about building up
a savings account

2. When you hear “saving”, think of “salvation” …

a) God’s merciful actions toward us … how God reaches out to deliver us

b) Salvation means health and wholeness, the ongoing shalom that God
continues to offer to us in Jesus Christ

3. Advent & Xmas are fundamentally re. what God has done and
continues doing to save us

B. Paul reminds us that “salvation is nearer to us now than when
we became believers” (v. 11)

1. Doesn’t mean we weren’t really “saved” before but now we’re
closer to being right w/ God

2. Paul & early church could not have imagined that we & billions of
other people would still be around on this planet 2K years later

a) They very much looked forward to J.C. returning to earth victoriously
IN THEIR LIFETIMES to set everything right.

b) This represented the fulfillment of salvation … this was the light of
day that was just around the corner and they expected it to happen any day

3. Leads to 3rd Advent message: Daylight …

V. It’s about Daylight

A. Bible has rich tradition of using language of God moving us
from darkness to light

1. Shows up in book of Isaiah: 2:5 … 60:1-3 (read)

2. Also appears in some of N.T. letters: 1 Peter 2:9

3. 1 John 1:6-7

B. Entering into Advent, we understand language of “daylight” as
a double metaphor for God delivering us & for the way we live in
response to God’s salvation

1. Daylight is the reality of God’s coming to us in three time frames:
past, present & future

a) The light of Advent already happened long ago in the form of the birth
of Jesus

That is the “daylight” that we most easily relate to
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Every person counting down to Xmas … every child opening
another window in an Advent calendar knows the birth of Jesus as
the dawn that’s coming just around the corner

b) The daylight also continually happens now because H.S. is constantly
wanting to draw our hearts back to God … closer to God … This is the
part of Advent where we find ourselves now

In Ps. 122 today we heard many references to Jerusalem, God’s
holy city and to the psalmist’s deep longing for the peace of
Jerusalem

(a) If we read Ps. 122 at a surface level and apply it to those
ancient Jewish people, it’s about the well-being of a literal city
where God was thought to dwell in the great temple of Solomon

(b) So in those days the Jews felt closest to God when they were
actually in Jerusalem

(c) But our Xian tradition also teaches us that with the arrival of
the Holy Spirit @ Pentecost, God no longer resides only in a
physical temple in Jerusalem but in fact makes his dwelling thru
the H.S. within each of us

Now if God is no longer dependent on a physical building in
Jerusalem, then we the believers in Jesus have to keep opening that
inner door of our hearts if we want that Advent daylight to shine in

H.S. wants to break afresh each day into the “Jerusalem temple”
inside us, but we have to keep that door open … I invite us this
Advent to keep the “Jerusalem gates” of our hearts open …

(d) By reading from the Bible or perhaps a Bible-based Advent
devotional

(e) By joining God in prayer & silence

(f) By having a family Advent ritual of a reading or candle
lighting

(g) By encountering God with other believers in a small group
or worship setting

c) We’ve talked about the daylight of Advent coming in the past &
present, but it’s also a future reality referring to when J.C. returns in glory
… time when God’s salvation plan will be 100% complete

d) So daylight is what God does, & only God saves us …

2. But as we receive God’s daylight, Paul tells us it does matter how
we live … daylight is also meant to be our way of living in Christ

a) This is why Paul urges us to lay aside works of darkness & clothe
ourselves in the armor of light … V. 13-14

b) Does your life exhibit more of the works of darkness or of light?
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None of us displays pure darkness or pure light, yet Jesus himself
told us to let our light shine before others, so that they may see our
good deeds and give glory to God (Matt. 5:16)

You may be the only filter … only lens thru which someone else
may get to see the light of Jesus

Are you a clear lens that allows him to shine brightly, or is the
Light of the World pretty dim by the time it gets filtered through
your life?

VI. Conclusion

A. Here we are @ the transition from November to December

1. … a switch that marks more than a change of calendars …

2. & more than decorating with Santa’s rather than with pilgrims &
Indians.

B. This Sunday is the occasion to ask again, “What time is it?”
… a Q that can be answered in different ways:

1. The church calendar tells us it’s Advent, a time for …

a) counting down to Xmas when the saving actions of God burst onto the
human stage 2K years ago

b) experiencing God coming to us today,

c) preparing for Christ to come once more in the future to complete
salvation history

2. Today’s Scriptures also tell us it’s time to wake up from sleep …
time to do the godly works of daylight, like …

a) Communicating God’s love to others in word & in deed, no matter the
clothes they wear, language they speak, the documents they carry, or the
music they listen to

b) Living out God’s shalom vision: practicing hospitality, repaying evil
with good; living humbly & in harmony with others

C. The night is far gone … the day is at hand … O house of
Waterford, come let us walk in the light of the LORD!


